
 

ATA Organised EVENT for 2021 

A guided visit to a Traditional Cypriot Mountain Village - actual date & venue to be 
confirmed 

 
This professionally guided visit to a village in the North 

Cyprus Besparmak Mountains, also known as the 

Kyrenia Mountains, this long and narrow mountain range 

runs for over 170 kilometres parallel to the coast of North 

Cyprus. One of only two mountain ranges on the island, its 

highest peak is Selvili Tepe, at just over a thousand 

metres, and the village we visit is as traditional as Turkish Cypriot villages are. 

NOTE: Nestling in the mountains overlooking the Mesaoria Plain, this village is not a tourist 

created village as can be found in the numerous countries across Europe, but is the genuine 

article! Its occupants have grown up and live in the century’s old village, and today either work at 

traditional village crafts within the village or commute to Lefkosa, but open their village and life-

style to those with an inquisitive nature or those looking to find the Cyprus of old! 

     

This event will show you a traditional Turkish Cypriot life as 

you’ve never seen before, featuring many long-lost village 

crafts from local handicrafts – the making of sesta trays, 

baskets etc, to interactive cookery demonstrations and folk 

dancing. 

A lovely way to escape the sun and enjoy the coolness of the 

mountain air. 

This event will include a typical Turkish Cypriot meal which 

will leave you spell bound, and provide you with memories 

which will last a lifetime. 

As an event like this is a one-off experience, please be aware that because of limited numbers 

able to be accommodated in the village, this event will sell out fast. 

An event itinerary will be published on the association Website and Facebook Group + Page once 
actual dates and costs are confirmed. 

Dates indicated are Draft Dates for guidance 

only, with actual event date confirmed closer 

to the actual indicated draft date for the event. 

All events will only be undertaken if TRNC 

Government Regulations can be complied 

with. Events are subject to change should 

circumstances arise. 



Descriptions of all Events are done so using poetic journalistic license and should not be assumed to be a detailed 

description or itinerary of any particular Event, rather a ‘wetting the imagination’. Detailed information on all Events will 

be emailed to members in sufficient time prior to the actual Event to enable informed decisions made as to if the Event 

is of interest to you. For more information on any of our Events in 2021 please email our Events Organiser; contact 

details can be found on the committee members page and events page of our website.     


